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WarmUp
Write the chemical equation and balance

copper (II) nitride reacts with calcium phosphate
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Chapter 12

Stoichiometry I'm Back....
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What is the purpose of a recipe?

A recipe is like a balanced equation
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Stoichiometry

Greek  for "measuring elements"
Defined as:  calculations of the quantities in 
chemical reactions, based on a balanced 
equation.

There are 4 ways to interpret a balanced 
equation

1. Representative particles (atoms, molecules,formula units]
2. Moles

3. Mass

4. Volume
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1.In terms of [representative] particles

A.An element is made of ATOMS.

B.A molecular compound [made of only 
nonmetals] is made up of MOLECULES
 [don't forget the diatomics]

C.Ionic Compounds [cation + anion] are 
made up of FORMULA UNITS
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Example   2H2  +  O2  -->  2H2O

*Two molecules of hydrogen and one molecule of oxygen 
form two molecules of water.

Example #2 2Al2O3 --> 4Al  + 3O2

2 formula units of aluminum oxide form 4 atoms of aluminum 
and 3 molecules of oxygen

Now write this
2Na  + 2H2O  -->  2NaOH  + H2

Describe in terms of [representive] particles.

2 atoms of sodium react with 2 molecules 
of water to produce 2 formula units of 
sodium hydroxide and 1 molecule of 
hydrogen
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2. In terms of MOLES

* The coefficients tell us how many moles of 
each substance

2Al2O3 --> 4Al  + 3O2

*the balanced equation gives us the MOLAR RATIO

What is the ratio of Al to 02 in products?
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3. In terms of MASS

*The Law of Conservation of Mass applies

2Al2O3 --> 4Al  + 3O2
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4. In terms of VOLUME

* At STP, 1 mol of any gas = 22.4 L
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Write the following in terms of representative particles 
[remember- atoms, molecules, formula units]

b) Prove the law of conservation of mass.
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Section 12.2
Chemical Calculations

Mole to Mole conversions
2Al2O3 --> 4Al  + 3O2

*Each time we use 2 moles of Al2O3 we will 
make 3 moles of O2

Mole to mole ratio
       2 moles of Al2O3 or 3 moles of O2

3 moles of O2 2 moles of Al2O3
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Mole to Mole conversions

How many moles of O2 are produced when 3.34 
moles of Al2O3 decompose?

2Al2O3  -->  4Al  +  3O2

b) How many moles of Al can be produced given 
12 moles of A l203?
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a. Given 3.84 moles of C2H2 are burned,  how many moles of O 2 are 
needed?

b. How many moles of C 2H2 are needed to produce 8.95 mole of H 2O

c. If 2.47 moles of C2H2 are burned, how many moles of CO 2 are 
formed?

2C2H2  +  5O2 >  4CO2 + 2H2O
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Lab


Percent Composition


[second chance]


Purpose:


To measure the percent of water in a series of crystalline compounds called hydrates.


Procedure


1.
Label each test tube with the name of the salt.


2.
Get the mass of the empty test tube


3.
Add 2-3 g [good scoop] to the appropriately labelled test tube. 


4.
Mass of test tube + salt.


5.
Fill your beaker to 250 mL of water. Turn on hot plate and get a hot water bath started.


6.
place the three test tubes in the beaker once the water has boiled. Face the test tubes away from you.


7.
As moisture begins to condense in the test tube continue heating until all of the moisture is driven from the test tube. [approximately 10 minutes]


8.
Remove from beaker and place in the test tube rack to cool.


9.
Measure and record the new mass of test tube and heated salt.


The above procedures were followed and the following data was collected. Complete the chart and answer the questions below.

Data Table


[Value 10]

		

		CuSO4 5H20

		AlK(SO4)2  12H2O

		MgSO4  7H2O



		Empty test tube

		19.5

		19.5

		19.5



		Test tube + salt

		24.2

		23.4

		22.6



		Mass of salt

		

		

		



		Test tube + salt after heating

		22.5

		21.4

		21



		Mass of anhydrous* salt

		

		

		



		Mass of water loss

		

		

		



		Percent water [experimental]

		

		

		



		Percent of water [theoretical]

		

		

		



		Percent error

		

		

		





*anhydrous  water removed/no water


1. Calculate the percent of water in each compound [theoretical] [Value 6]


2. Percent error = (actual-theoretical
x 100

                                      theoretical yield.               [Should be less than 10%]  [Value 3]


3. Sources of error.  Identify three sources of error that may have been encountered during the collection of the above data
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